Full-Serve Car Wash

**Definition:**
Full-service car washing offers a robust number of profit opportunities yielding higher revenue per car. Greeted by a live attendant, the customer selects their wash level and extra services before exiting the vehicle to a retail waiting area or convenience store. While the customer is waiting, attendants take the vehicle through the wash, vacuum, clean windows, and perform other detailing services. Although popular with customers, it is labor intensive, and rising wages in some markets are leading full-service washes to increasingly use automated equipment normally used in express and flex-service operations to replace manual labor.

Every full-serve car wash represents different start-up parts, tools, and supply requirements, depending on the services offered. Sonny's offers convenient lists of the most popular items ordered with a new full-serve tunnel package. Want to customize it – give us a call or go online. With over 12,000 car wash items in stock for immediate delivery, chances are we'll have everything you need – priced right.
Sample Full Serve Layouts
Start Your Planning at SonnysDirect.com

Full Serve 60 Ft.
Property Area: 26,000 sq. ft.
Up To 70 Cars Per Hour

Full Serve 80 Ft.
Property Area: 36,685 sq. ft.
Up To 90 Cars Per Hour

Full Serve 100 Ft.
Property Area: 36,000 sq. ft.
Up To 120 Cars Per Hour

Full Serve 120 Ft.
Property Area: 36,685 sq. ft.
Up To 140 Cars Per Hour

Watch new case studies online and subscribe to our YouTube channel /sonnyscarwashfactory
**Fleet-o-Matic Tunnel Systems**

*Drive Through Car Washes with Electric Drive*

**FOM 300D 3-Touch Drive Through**
- High Volume, Up To **55 Cars** Per Hour!
- 90in. Vehicle Clearance!

**FOM 500D 5-Touch Drive Through**
- High Volume, Up To **55 Cars** Per Hour!
- 90in. Vehicle Clearance!

**FOM 700D 5-Touch Drive Through**
- High Volume, Up To **55 Cars** Per Hour!
- Includes: CTA wheel applicator & pivoting wheel blasters

**FOM 300TB 3-Touch w/ Top Brush**
- High Volume, Up To **55 Cars** Per Hour!
- 90in. Vehicle Clearance!

**SONNY'S**

**50-XTB**
- Xtreme Hybrid Tunnel System
- Wash, Wax, Seal, Tire Shine, & Dry
- Up To **60 Cars** Per Hour!

**43-XTB**
- Xtreme Hybrid Tunnel System
- Wash, Wax, Seal, Tire Shine, & Dry
- Up To **50 Cars** Per Hour!

**70-EPT**
- Express Polishing Tunnel System
- Wash, Wax, Seal, Tire Shine, & Dry
- Up To **50 Cars** Per Hour!
Sonny’s Vacuum Canopy Systems

Overview:
SONNY’S Vacuum Canopy is the perfect solution to all your vacuuming needs. It’s simple design allows for easy installation and maintenance. Customers will have easy access to your vacuum stations and will be sheltered from harsh elements. The boom design keeps hoses securely off the ground providing better access to both sides of the vehicle and reducing wear and tear. Choose from different boom styles, canopy colors, drop kits, attachments and piping.

Longer boom reach makes it even easier to vacuum cargo areas.
**Vacuum Layouts**

**28 Vacuum Post Boom Layout**

10 Drop: Requires **25HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

2 - 9 Drop: Requires **25HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

**19 Vacuum Boom Layout**

10 Drop: Requires **25HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

9 Drop: Requires **25HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Optional Canopy

www.sonnysdirect.com/onewash
SITE LAYOUTS

16 Vacuum Boom Layout

7 Drop: Requires 15HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up
9 Drop: Requires 25HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Optional Canopy

14 Vacuum Boom Layout

6 Drop: Requires 25HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up
8 Drop: Requires 10HP Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Optional Canopy
Vacuum Layouts

9 Vacuum Boom Layout

9 Drop: Requires **25HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

2 Vacuum Boom Layout

2 Drop: Requires **10HP** Turbine, Motor & Silencer Set Up

Let there be light!

Linear LED design for uniform lighting

BENDABLE DIRECT WIRE 110V
INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE
MASTER YOUR TRADE
WASH MORE CARS
SET IT AND FORGET IT
DRIVE BUSINESS FORWARD
WIN EVERY CUSTOMER
MAKE CARS SHINE
KEEP ON WASHING

The Tunnel Experts™

Sonny’s One Wash
Complete Car Wash Solution

Eight Powerful Solutions. All in One Place.

1-800-327-8723
www.sonnysdirect.com/onewash